
Born out of the encounter between social, musical and 
ritual practices of the enslaved African people and their 
descendants, the music of gwoka comes from Guadeloupe, 
an island in the West Indies which for centuries has been 
a melting pot of diverse cultures of Amerindians, Africans, 
Europeans and Indians. Many links related to the genesis of 
this music are missing because the few historical sources 
available refer to the music of the slaves, first as calenda, 
then bamboula, a term used long after the Abolition, and 
which shares many similar aspects with gwoka. It was in 
this context of servility that a new percussion instrument, 
the ka, was born; a barrel covered on one side with goat 
skin, clamped with ropes and wooden pegs. The tradi-
tional, in-the-round, configuration of gwoka brings together 
dances, repertoires, two types of boula and makè drums, 
small percussion, a call and response between singer and 
the group, and a particular kind of vocal expression referred 
to as santiman ka.  

Although collective consciousness today links gwoka to 
the instinct of survival, resistance, marronage, thirst for 
freedom, suffering from exile, the force of transcendence, 
mysticism and African beliefs, the general perception of 
the music at the beginning of the twentieth century was 
pejorative and associated with the so-called vyé-neg (liter-
ally vieux nègres, meaning men and women of low social 
class and bad morals). Transmitted aurally, informally and 
by imitation, gwoka culture was largely restricted to the 
suburbs and working classes at the time, where it sur-
vived the French cultural wall of silence which rejected 
Guadeloupeans and their ancestral traditions after the 
départementalisation in 1946. The folkloric ballets (the most 
famous being La Brisquante), although promoting a rather 
doudouist or even idyllic image of tradition, also participated 
in its dissemination on stage. 

In 1963, pioneering Guadeloupean record producer 
Marcel Mavounzy made the first recordings of gwoka. 
Other producers such as Henri Debs and Raymond Celini 
followed, making the traditional gwoka of the countryside 
and suburbs more accessible for the first time. The record-
ings heralded a new form of audio transmission, facilitating 
the learning of the répertoires, rhythms and makè (soloist 
drummer) techniques. Key figures from the scene such as 
Vélo, Brabant, Robert Loyson, Chaben Germain-Calixte, 
Sergius Geoffroy, Anzala, Dolor and Guy Conquette were 
brought into the limelight, the latter going on to become 
popular in the 1970s with his modern, innovative approach 
to gwoka singing. 

The 1970s and 1980s marked a decisive turning point 
in gwoka history, underpinned by social struggles, cul-
tural awareness and identity movements that were in turn 
encouraged by political parties, trade unions and students 
alike. These would position gwoka as what Gerard Lockel 
called the only “authentic” music of the Guadeloupean 
people, occupying a major role in society. The music per-
meated the world of religion thanks to Father Celeste, and 
was used in hospitals as a form of therapy. Driven by the 
emergence of gwoka specialist radio station Radio Tambou 
and the Gwoka Festival, gwoka became a way of living 
and thinking – a spiritual force in social movements to the 
present day. Appearing in fashion, craft, architecture and 
design, the tanbouka (ka drum) became symbolic in assert-
ing gwoka as a culture original to Guadeloupe.

How do we define modernity? If it is determined by that 
which is innovative or progressive in the music, and by the 
advent of recordings which incorporated saxophone, bass, 
or guitar, didn’t the folkloric bands of the 1960s that used 
melodic instruments understand it already? And yet, they 
are not considered “modern.” The distinction is instead 
marked by the musicological research of guitarist Gérard 
Lockel who studied gwoka ranges for several years. A com-
mitted nationalist activist, Lockel published his first results 
with the release of a 3xLP box set in 1977, before publish-
ing his Treaty of Gwo Ka Modènn: Initiation to Guadeloupean 
Music in 1981. He has since been recognised as the pioneer 
of a style called GKM or Gwo Ka Modènn, an appellation 
which he defines as “playing gwo-ka with admittedly 
melodic instruments, provided that these instruments play 
in the science of gwo-ka - that is modal, atonal, in the 
gwo-ka range, in the swing and in the gwo-ka feeling.” It 
is this labelling and definition which makes it necessary 
to distinguish Gérard Lockel’s GKM from other modernist 
currents termed gwoka moderne that would follow. 

During the 1980s, researchers in gwoka music like 
Christian Dahomay, Georges Troupé, Martial Rancé, Gilbert 
Coco, Jean-Fred Castry, Eddy Pitard, and Robert Oumaou 
continued to take a modernist approach. Influenced in part 
by Lockel’s GKM, gwoka moderne groups like Kimbòl, Kafé 
Ka Levé, Horizon, Gaoulé Mizik, Gwakasonné, Katouré and 
Kriyolio interpreted the genre in new ways, often incorpo-
rating politically engaged, socially conscious lyrics. In that 
sense, their gwoka moderne verged on political activism. 

Another aspect of this modernism broke with tradition in 
removing the basic call and response form, leaving more 
room for the santiman of the singer and/or musician. No 
longer performed in the round, the central roles of dancer 
or makè were reduced. New percussion instruments also 
emerged from this movement, such as the gwadlouka, 
yakalok, gwoka drums and batrika. While some aimed to 
remain faithful to traditional repertoires, others, inspired 
mainly by the santiman ka, developed new concepts such 
as guitareka, a mutation of maké and gwoka expression on 
guitar created by Christian Laviso. Recognised today as one 
of the most talented guitarists, he would also bring in jazz 
and symphonic influences while maintaining his roots in the 
tradition of the music.

However, it wasn’t until the end of the 1990s and early 
2000s that gwoka was taken more seriously by the jazz 
community. The fusion experiments of American saxo-
phonist David Murray with Guy Conquette and his Gwoka 
Masters (featuring Christian Laviso and Klod Kiavué), 
of Akiyo with the Breton fest-noz group Carré Manchot, 
and an increased interest gwoka from foreign musicians 
like Kenny Garrett, Archie Shepp, Miles Davis, Pharoah 
Sanders, Taj Mahal and Randy Weston only accelerated the 
reconciliation.

A fanatic of James Brown, Guy Conquette already made 
gwoka close to that of the blues, and did not have any dif-
ficulty adapting his freedom of expression to jazz, drawing 
parallels between the blues of the cotton fields and the 
blues of the cane fields. Likewise, the famous tanbouyé 
soloist Marcel Lollia was able to accompany any musical 
genre on his drum, indicating that gwoka music could 
create “bridges” while keeping its santiman.

A younger generation of Guadeloupean musicians is now 
deepening this marriage of jazz and gwoka, spear-headed 
by Franck Nicolas, creator of the Jazz Ka Philosophy, 
Jacques Schwarz-Barth, Sonny Troupé, and guadajazz, 
formed by the band, Kriyolio. In a 2006 interview with 
Bertrand Dicale, Schwarz-Barth described his work as 
“open[ing] windows from one music to another. Gwoka 
is essentially rhythms and vocals. The marriage with jazz 
opens it to harmony, orchestration, to a type of melodic im-
provisation. And it allows you to experiment colours which 
you don’t usually find in jazz.”

As it diversifies, the notion of modernity in gwoka can 
also be found in popular music, albeit with a less expres-
sive approach to the santiman. Beautiful interpretations 
of traditional repertoire accompanied by zouk and compa 
rhythms by the likes of Patrick Saint-Eloi and Tanya Saint 
Val are often aimed at dancing in bals or discotheques, 
where the singer’s lokans (eloquence) and drums have to 
adjust to an imposed rhythm. This “pared down” santiman 
ka can be heard in groups like Soft or K’Koustik. Likewise, 
hip hop, ragga and slam have appropriated gwoka rhythms 
and dance, leading to shows like Dub N’ka in 2003 and 
Urban’ka in 2007. Gwoka has also entered the field of so-
called European classical music, to which it has long been 
radically opposed, as lyrical singers experiment with gwoka 
classics and gwoka singers experiment with opera. Even 
the original gwoka moderne groups of the 1980s are not 
immune to modernity, with the likes of Takouta, Gwokato 
(1983), Kouté Pou Tann, Tchébélé (1998) or Kalindi Ka ex-
ploring new percussive expressions by occasionally incor-
porating African drums or polyrhythms. 

Once the music of rural communities and suburbs, today 
gwoka is heard across all territories and social classes. In its 
most traditional form of the soirées léwòz, it has managed 
to preserve many of its fundamental codes and configu-
rations. By emancipating itself into a so-called ‘modern’ 
form and embracing different genres, it has become more 
accessible to new audiences. As it moves towards the uni-
versal, the question remains - will the santiman ka resist this 
departure?

Marie-Line Dahomay
Guadeloupe, 2020
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Since its rehabilitation in the 1960s and 
1970s under the influence of figures like 
Guy Conquette and Gérard Lockel, gwoka 
has become much more than just a style 
of music. As Marie-Line Dahomay writes, it 
has become “a way of living and thinking.”

While rooted in tradition, the works 
presented here all show a strong desire to 
innovate and experiment with new possi-
bilities. Gwoka modènn, gwoka moderne, 
gwoka évolutif, gwoka spirituel, gwoka 
fusion, jazz ka… almost every artist had 
their own definition of the music they were 
making. With the exception of guitarist 
Gérard Lockel, who spent years defining a 
gwoka scale that would become known as 
Gwo Ka Modènn, (an art form he consid-
ered to be the only authentic expression of 
Guadeloupean culture untouched by colo-
nial influences), none were ever codified. 
The purpose of this compilation is to offer a 
glimpse of these experimentations around 
gwoka music, all of which are united by 
what people within the ka family refer to as 
santiman ka.

Though hard to define, the santiman ka 
is a feeling deeply engrained in the psyche 
of all Guadeloupean musicians. It relates to 
feelings and emotions, while lokans (from 
the word eloquence), refers to the vocal 
power of the singer, their virtuosity and 
ability to captivate the audience. Traditional 
gwoka is based around two drums, both 
called ka: the makè is played by the soloist 
and responds to the dancer’s moves while 
the boula plays one of the seven rhythms 
on which the dancer will improvise. The 
santiman ka relates to a music that is col-
lective and structured, while at the same 
time prioritising improvisation and feeling. 
This is true for both traditional gwoka and 
the modern forms of gwoka presented 
here.

Made by artists who grew up im-
mersed in gwoka culture, most of the 
tracks included on this compilation were 
recorded in the early to mid-1980s, by 
artists based both in Guadeloupe (Laurent, 
Laviso, Oumaou) and Paris (Dao, Konket). 
Although influenced by Lockel, all were 
eager to take traditional gwoka as a base 
to explore new styles, tonal or otherwise. 
Just as Guadeloupean trailblazers Kassav 
had fused gwoka with funk and cadence 
to create zouk – perhaps the island’s 
most famous export – so did saxophonist 
Georges Troupé, bassist Robert Oumaou, 
and guitarist Gilbert Coco prefer to forge 
their own paths distinct from Lockel’s Gwo 
Ka Modènn.

Teaming up with Guy Conquette, Coco 
mixed gwoka with the Afrobeat of Fela Kuti 
and the funk of James Brown, creating a 

unique Pan-African take on gwoka fusion. 
In this context, these forms of modern 
gwoka were closer to Édouard Glissant’s 
notions of creolisation, hybridity and move-
ment than that of cultural authenticity or 
purity.

As a result, there is a thrilling variety to 
these tracks. Some are deeply cosmic and 
spiritual (Dao, Doreyssami, Gaoulé Mizik, 
Emboulé/Louison), others more jazzy and 
funky (Konket, Horizon, Selekta Ka), while 
several stay closer to tradition (Laurent, 
Beloka, Kalindi Ka).

Made by artists who grew up im-
mersed in gwoka culture, most of the 
tracks included on this compilation were 
recorded in the early to mid-eighties, by 
artists based both in Guadeloupe (Laurent, 
Laviso, Oumaou) and Paris (Dao, Konket). 
Although influenced by Lockel, all were 
eager to take traditional gwoka as a base 
to explore new styles, tonal or otherwise. 
Just as Guadeloupean trailblazers Kassav 
had fused gwoka with funk and cadence 
to create zouk – perhaps the island’s 
most famous export – so did saxophonist 
Georges Troupé, bassist Robert Oumaou, 
and guitarist Gilbert Coco prefer to forge 
their own paths distinct from Lockel’s 
Gwo Ka Modènn. Teaming up with Guy 
Conquette, Coco mixed gwoka with the 
afrobeat of Fela Kuti and the funk of James 
Brown, creating a unique Pan-African take 
on gwoka fusion. In this context, these 
forms of modern gwoka were closer to 
Édouard Glissant’s notions of créolisation, 
hybridity and movement than that of cul-
tural authenticity or purity.

As a result, there is a thrilling variety to 
these tracks. Some are deeply cosmic and 
spiritual (Dao, Doreyssami, Gaoulé Mizik, 
Emboulé/Louison), others more jazzy and 
funky (Konket, Horizon, Selekta Ka), while 
several stay closer to tradition (Laurent, 
Beloka, Kalindi Ka).

Although many of the artists didn’t 
record more than a handful of releases, 
some are still very much active: Gaoulé 
Mizik’s Tosh Montella and Michel Laurent, 
Selekta’s Jean Maccow, Marie-Line 
Dahomay, Jocelyn Virapin and his Groupe 
Beloka, Christian Laviso and Sonny 
Troupé’s numerous projects, and most 
notably Simen’n Kontra.

And yet, even though many outfits 
featured the same musicians, there was 
never a ‘scene’ to speak of, and aside from 
a Gwakasonné retrospective released by 
Séance Centre in 2019, there hasn’t been 
any attempt to collect these works together 
until now - all of which are being reissued 
for the first time. 

What unifies these selections is the depth 
of the compositions, the experimentation 
around the santiman ka, and the spirit of 
resistance and liberation against slavery, 
be it modern or ancestral. With a thirst for 
innovation typical of the island’s creole 
culture, the ka spirit is deeply rooted in col-
lective history and in a quest for identity. In 
the words of Gérard Lockel, “gwoka is the 
soul of Guadeloupe.”

Cédric Lassonde
London, 2020

A1 Dao - Chema La (1984)

Darius Adelaide was immersed in gwoka 
culture from a young age, learning the 
craft from masters like Vélo and Fritz Nafer. 
Briefly part of Madame Adeline’s folklore 
troupe that toured Guadeloupe, he moved 
to Paris in the hope of becoming a profes-
sional footballer. Needless to say, it didn’t 
turn out as expected and Dao soon re-
turned to music.

After playing with several bands, notably 
Black Soul, he took vocal lessons and 
spent years creating and developing a style 
he calls “gwoka traditionnel moderne.” 
Playing traditional instruments in a modern 
way, this hybrid approach follows certain 
rules and techniques of gwoka traditionnel 
but incorporates updated phrasings and a 
freer way of singing. In 1984, he recorded 
this cult 12” in Paris with musicians includ-
ing Armand Archeron and Roger Raspail on 
percussion, Patrick Ralichon on synths and 
Michel Alibo on bass. Under Dao’s direc-
tion they created a new style of gwoka that 
diverged from traditionnel, introducing not 
only unique arrangements but also notions 
of poetry and theatricality. It was always 
Dao’s vision to perform these pieces in 
theatres.

Both cuts were celebrated upon release 
in Guadeloupe and among the diaspora, so 
much so that “Limyé Limé” (Turn on the 
lights) became a standard Créole expres-
sion as a result. On the B-side, “Chenn La” 
evolves effortlessly in a dimension of its 
own, where grounation-like drumming  
(the kaladja rhythm), deep bass, cosmic 
synths, intricate Rhodes and a dreamy flute 
combine with haunting vocals and spiritual 
lyrics of emancipation (Chenn la are the 
chains Dao sings about breaking).

A2 Gaoulé Mizik - Sonné Lékla Sonné (1985)

In the early 1980s, the band Gaoulé 
Mizik self-released two LPs alternating 
between straight gwoka traditionnel tracks 
and a fusion of ka with modern influences. 
The term they employed at the time to 
describe the music was gwoka évolutif. 
Band leader Tosh Montella recalls a time 
when everything seemed possible, with 
each band member striving to experiment 
with new sounds and concepts within the 
gwoka spirit.

The piece Sonné Lékla Sonné, taken off 
their first album, lives in a similar world to 
that of Gwakasonné. Cosmic synth pads, a 
bewitching flute, slow and hypnotic percus-
sion (riding the lewoz rhythm) coupled with 
Michel Laurent’s spiritual incantations lead 
this otherworldly track and are embellished 
with scattered touches of Christian Laviso’s 
guitar.
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b1 Emboulé Jean-Claude, Louison Gerome et 
le Groupe Kako - Enjafann Kannn (1985)

Having cut his teeth with maître ka Vélo, 
Jean-Claude Emboulé got his start (like 
Beloka’s Jocelyn Virapin) in the early 1980s 
playing live with Sartana and his Groupe 
Mistral, then one of the best proponents of 
zouk-ified gwoka.

In 1985, Emboule started his own project 
with Gerome Louison and their Groupe Kako, 
aiming to “take gwoka out of the tradition-
ally rural and remote lewoz parties and into 
the clubs.” This can clearly be heard in the 
groovy bass lines throughout the Enjafann 
Kann LP. On the title track, however, the pace 
is much slower, the mood is deeper, the 
kaladja rhythm (traditionally used to express 
heartache and sadness) allowing for an unex-
pected and majestic synth solo to emerge.

This track could be put alongside Gaoule 
Mizik’s Sonne Lekla Sonne and Luc-Hubert 
Sejor’s Pein E Plezi in terms of mood, and 
is a prime example of what those bands 
then described as gwoka évolutif. The lyrics 
of Enjafann Kann are like a hymn that pays 
tribute to the suffering sustained by the 
ancestors working and slaving in the cane 
(kann) fields - a familiar theme in gwoka 
music.

b2 Thibault “Freydy” Doressamy - O Fon A Kê An Nou (1987)

Thibaut “Freydy” Doressamy is a 
truly unique character. Born within the 

Indo-Guadeloupean community, his journey 
involved moving back and forth between 
Guadeloupe and Paris, and included foot-
ball, great excess, philosophy, a stint in 
prison, a (small) role in the cult French 
movie Les Gaspards, spiritual forays into 
Rastafarianism, kimbwa (like a kind of 
Guadeloupean voodoo), and mayé men (a 
local form of Hinduism) before finally be-
coming a born-again Christian in 1983.

Music was always part of Freydy’s life, 
from Sunday mornings spent listening to 
Vélo in Pointe à Pitre to his more esoteric 
recent output, via a deep interest in reggae 
bass lines. Never a musician per se, Freydy 
always had a unique vision of what he 
wanted to achieve; from the gwoka and 
spoken vocal fusion of Ace Mal Pale Moin 
with José Manclière and Gilbert Coco, to 
heavy Afro funk with Moussa Doumbia, and 
his UFO solo LP Branch Kasé.

The track included here, O Fon A Kê An 
Nou stands on its own in the pantheon of 
modern gwoka. Made with Robert Oumaou 
and featuring Gwakasonne’s Aurel Thams 
on keyboards and Klod Kiavué on percus-
sion, this is one of the most out-there pieces 
of spiritual gwoka, as the trademark spoken 
voice of Doreyssami asks God for forgive-
ness in truly psychedelic fashion. 

b3 Gui Konket - Kimbé Rèd! (1985)

Born in a gwoka family as the son of the 
dancer, singer, lewoz organiser and mon-
ument of the gwoka pantheon Man Soso, 
Guy Conquette became one of the most 
iconic figures both within gwoka music and 
Guadeloupean culture in general, earning him 
the nickname “the soul of gwoka”. Forever a 
militant, endowed with a powerful voice and 
paired with a flamboyant presence on and off 
the stage, he penned and sang some of the 
most instantly recognisable gwoka songs (La 
Guadeloup Malad was an anthem at the riots 
in May 1967). His youth, talent and style gave 
gwoka a new dimension: the affirmation of 
a collective cultural identity. Both as a singer 
and percussionist, he contributed to the reha-
bilitation of the often derided mizik a vié nèg 
(vagrant music), offering new possibilities by 
linking tradition and modernity, and exporting 
gwoka outside of its native island.

While living in Paris, he embraced the 
city’s cosmopolitan musical scene, jammed 
with musicians like Randy Weston, Mory 
Kanté and David Murray, modernising 
gwoka along the way. On the spectacular 
Kimbe Red (meaning ‘hold on’, an expres-
sion which answers Ka ou fé or ‘What’s up’ 
in Créole), composed by Konket’s acolyte 
Gilbert Coco, his raw, authentic and yet 
modern sound comes through. The sounds 
of wind, water and animals introduce the 
instruments of bass, guitar and piano, all 
invited to jam with the drums in the farm-
yard. Konket’s voice then rises, as powerful 
as ever. The track is taken from an EP re-
corded in 1985, with Konket himself report-
edly remixing (and damaging) a month’s 
worth of work during a night of excess.

The music, the antics and the cosmic 
cover art all reflect Konket’s psychedelic 
period. It has since become a classic of 
the Guadeloupean repertoire, the lyrics 
“Kyembé rèd, frè. Kyembé rèd surtou 
pa moli. Kyembé rèd, surtou pa tranblé. 
Kyembé rèd surtou pa plèrè douvan 
misyé-la ka kyembé fwèt-la” acting as a 
rallying cry for the people.

c1 Michel Laurent - Malta La Mouyé (1992)

Michel Laurent is one of the most well-
known gwoka singers, with an instantly 
recognizable voice and a spectacular 
lokans. Outside of Gaoulé Mizik, Michel 
Laurent has recorded two albums of tra-
ditional gwoka under his own name, one 
of which was released on Debs in 1992 
and mixed by Henri Debs himself. Matla 
La Mouyé sees Laurent in raconteur mode, 
something he excels at, and the addition of 
Willy Blombou on synths gives a twist to 
this straight-up party track.

Riding along the fast mendé rhythm (the 
rhythm the most heard at carnival and 
which gave birth to zouk), Matla La Mouyé 
has a similar energy to some of the hits 
from the same period by popular outfit 
Akiyo. The track still sounds modern on 
today’s dance floors, and is a fine example 
of the trance-inducing powers of gwoka as 
a dance form.

c2 Horizon - Ti Malo (1990)

After his experiments with both Ka Lévé 
and Gaoulé Mizik, highly gifted guitarist 
Christian Laviso founded Horizon in 1990. 
Their roots are directly linked to the teach-
ings of the virtuoso jazz guitar player Gérard 
Lockel, creator of the Gwo Ka Modên, a 
genre where instruments commonly found 
in jazz (guitar, piano, trumpet, saxophone, 
drum set) are introduced alongside the 
seven rhythms of gwoka, strictly following a 
distinctive atonal scale.

On Horizon’s first album, released on 
Debs, Laviso teamed up with percussion-
ists Fritz Nafer and Alain-Claude Bracmort, 
tenor saxophonist Philippe Augusty (of 
Zepiss fame) and the flutist Olivier Vamur 
to create this free, uplifting form of au-
thentic and original Guadeloupean music. 
On the toumblack-driven ‘Ti Malo’, Laviso 
shines by playing both guitar and bass, the 
band achieving a perfect mix of structure, 
freedom, life and sensuality.

Horizon has released three albums and is 
still active, with Laviso continuing to explore 
the ka spirit with numerous projects along-
side two recent solo albums. He still plays 
live regularly, often alongside Sonny Troupé 
for their Gwo Ka Pwojè project.

c3 Kalindi Ka - Yo (2000)

Even though women have always been 
present in gwoka, their role was, barring 



a few notable exceptions like Man Soso 
or Esmena Perrand, restricted to dancing. 
According to Lockel, the term lewoz (les 
roses in French) originally described the 
women dancing inside the circle. Kalindi 
Ka, a group born through the meeting of 
Guadeloupean women passionate about 
gwoka, aimed to modernise this.

The lead singer Marie-Line Dahomay 
was already a trailblazer amongst women 
on the gwoka moderne scene, singing 
and dancing with Kafé, Gaoulé Mizik and 
Gwakasonné. In 1987, she became a 
pioneer of a modern gwoka sung, played 
and danced by women by founding the 
group Katouré. She is also a respected 
ethnomusicologist and tireless activist 
who collects and brings to life the musical 
memory of Guadeloupe, recently com-
pleting a book on the life of the legendary 
gwoka veillée singer Germain Calixte.

The track Yo, recorded in 1999 and 
available for the first time on vinyl, is an 
ode to the ancestors, to all the African 
divinities invoked in the pain of slavery. The 
polyphonic and polyrhythmic female choir 
(reminiscent of South African vocal tradi-
tions) coupled with a fusion of traditional 
gwoka and African rhythms, give this track 
a totally unique flavour.

D1 Selekta Ka - Nou Woukou Mansé A Zero (1981)

Selecta De Sainte Rose had been a 
popular band in Guadeloupe for several 
years, touring the island regularly with their 
musique de bal - a blend of Haitian kompas, 
and Latin American influences - before they 
split up in 1981.

Under the leadership of keyboardist Jean 
Maccow, some members rebranded them-
selves as Selecta Ka, and decided to ‘start 
everything from scratch’ (Nou Woukou 
Mansé A Zero). This meant dropping the 
Haitian and Latin influences and going 
back to the gwoka roots of traditional 
Guadeloupean music. However, in keeping 
bass, guitar and keyboard, they created a 
jazzy gwoka moderne masterpiece, as ex-
emplified on this impossibly groovy track.

Lack of promotion meant this project 
would prove a one-off (though it paved the 
way for the likes of Ka Levé and Horizon), 
with the band reinventing themselves one 
more time a few years later as Selekta for 
the killer proto-electro zouk album Sentwoz 
Guadeloupe.

D2 Groupe Beloka - Memm Chimen La (2010)

Jocelyn Virapin was born in Capesterre 
Belle-Eau, Guadeloupe, and, like Freydy 
Doressami, is part of Capesterre’s strong 
Indo-Guadeloupean community. He grew 
up immersed in gwoka culture, both as a 
percussionist, vocalist and ka builder. 

He guested on the two cult albums by 
Sartana Et Son Groupe Mistral, played with 
Patrick St-Eloi and appeared on stage with 
Kassav at Zenith in 1991. While in Paris he 
released a now ultra-rare LP of traditional 
gwoka music with his band Noysap Gwaka.

Back in Guadeloupe, Virapin started a 
new project, Béloka, with which he has so 
far released four albums. Taken off 2010’s 
Menm Chimen La CD, the title track com-
posed by Henry Louis flows with the mid-
tempo groove of the lewoz rhythm, while 
a flute and synth accompany lyrics urging 
people to follow their own paths: no matter 
how rich or poor, we all end up in the same 
spot (a familiar theme in Guadeloupe). 
Appearing on vinyl for the first time, this is 
the most recent track included on the com-
pilation, and perhaps also the one closest 
to the traditional form of gwoka.

One hazy Amsterdam afternoon, in the 
summer of 2014, my friend Tako Reyenga 
dropped the needle on a mesmerizing and 
mysterious 12” by an artist credited only as 
“Dao”. The music was stunning, a profound 
mix of modern jazz, propulsive percussion 
and electronics. It was narcotic.

At that point in my life, I had been 
travelling to the Caribbean fairly regularly, 
but this music was unlike anything I’d 
heard before. I was hopelessly obsessed, 
and within a year I found myself stepping 
into the sultry seaside air of Point-à-Pitre, 
charged with finding out as much as I 
could about those fascinating sounds. I 
had a few nebulous leads, and some rusty 
French cobbled together from Canadian 
high school classes and Nouvelle Vague 
films, but as luck would have it, on my 
first day in Guadeloupe I stumbled on the 
Musée Départemental Victor Schœlcher. 
The kind and brilliant museum direc-
tor, Harry Jean, both spoke English and 
happened to be close friends with Robert 
Oumaou, the leader of Gwakasonné - one 
of the artists I was hoping to track down. 
The next day, I met Robert at the Musée, 
and for the next week he became my guide 
to the island and the inimitable and perva-
sive culture of Gwo Ka.

Robert Oumaou’s sage presence was il-
luminating. It felt like being in the company 
of an enlightened poet, as he revealed the 
spirit of gwoka that surrounded us: the 
tonal lilt of créole, the languid and complex 
rhythms of balmy island life, the ripe fruit 
hanging from roadside trees, the intoxicat-
ing scent of fish fried with spices that orig-
inated in Dehli and Dahomey. It was man-
ifest in the anti-colonial graffiti scrawled 
on the walls of the gated European com-
munities, the ubiquitous pride in Vélo and 
Kassav, the looming volcanic terror of La 
Grande Soufrière, and the stunning view 
of La Désirade from Pointe de Châteaux. 
It was everywhere around us, and if you 
listened carefully you could almost always 
hear the distant beat of a ka drum, playing 
in time with the waves.

My journey with Robert took us all over 
the small island, and along the way we 
shared mangoes with Tosh Montella, drank 
Obeah-infused rhum agricole with Erick 
Cosaque outside a shanty bordello, visited 
the sea-side childhood home of Freydy 
Doressamy, and laid flowers at the feet of 
the Statue de Vélo, outside of the Marché 
aux Épices. He told me about the origin 
of the ka drum, which reminded me of 
similar clandestine and powerfully resistant 
musical innovations, like the clave in Cuba, 
and the steel pan in Trinidad. He pledged 
his devotion to Gérard Lockel, and dreamed 
of playing overseas, spreading the rhythms 
and culture of gwoka and Guadeloupe 
around the world. The seeds of Vwayajé 
(Travelling), a compilation of Robert’s work, 
were sewn on this trip, but shortly after 
returning home, I heard that Robert was ill, 
and he sadly passed away in 2018, before 
the release of the Gwakasonné compilation, 
which came out the following summer. The 
compilation was originally intended as a 
way to share Robert’s work with a wider 
global audience, but it now also serves to 
immortalize his indomitable spirit. 

Although Robert’s work isn’t directly 
included on this compilation, other than his 
production work on Freydy Doressamy’s 
O Fon A Kê An Nou, it embodies the ideas 
and spirit that he devoted his life to, and 
presents a survey of his peers, all engaged 
in the same visionary quest. The creative 
energy of these musicians is powerful and 
demonstrates a universal pursuit of resist-
ance, freedom and identity. Their voices 
are distinct, but the chorus rises high and 
carries their message far across the sea.

brandon hocura
Séance centre, ontario, 2020
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